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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper discuss the design of games as “narrative machines” -- mechanical systems 
that create narrative experiences. The role of narrative in games has been a hotly disputed 
topic in game studies (Frasca 2003, Juul 2005), and indeed there are many different ways 
that play and story can come together, from static scripts authored by the designer to 
improvised scenes freely role-played by players (Pearce 2004). We wish to address 
middle-ground of particular interest to board-game design: the “emergent” narratives that 
result from the interaction between the players and the rules (Louchart, et al 2008). 

The term “emergent” is an unfortunate one; it implies that these stories the result of some 
kind of magical serendipity which cannot be understood, only created by chance. We 
argue instead for “systemic” narrative -- stories that are the result of carefully designed 
systems. In literary theory the field of poetics is dedicated to the structural analysis of 
literary devices and forms (Culler 2011).  We can learn from these analyses to recreate 
these devices within our games, as systems of rules which play out in particular ways to 
tell particular stories. In this way, can construct our own poetics of narrative systems 
(Ryan 2009). 

Arguments against storytelling in games put too much weight on the player’s freedom 
and rationality, placing them outside the designer’s control (Bernstein & Greco, 2004). 
Experienced designers know the player’s freedom can be curtailed and manipulated by 
the choices and incentives they are given. We outline an approach for “narrative driven 
design” in which the designer begins by analysing the desired narrative as if it were a 
game being played. We ask ourselves: “Who are the players in this scene? What actions 
are available to them? What are their incentives? What conflict are they experiencing?” 
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When this is understood, we can begin to recreate the same situation in through the 
mechanics of our game. 

To illustrate this process, we present a practice-based research account on the design 
process in creating The Road (Ryan 2015), a zombie-survival card game set in the 
Australian outback. The Road is a game of heroism, hope, betrayal, tragedy and revenge. 
The game has no scripted encounters, instead the mechanics are designed so that familiar 
post-apocalyptic narratives play out of the own accord, driven by the player’s own 
desires. To demonstrate how this is achieved, we present a close-reading of the game 
mechanics, coupled with insights from the design process. 

Playtesting shows the success of this design: players delight in telling the stories of their 
experiences on The Road. To complement the designer-centric point of view, we present 
a collection of these stories, gathered from an ethnographic study of players. These two 
points of view demonstrate the tension between authorial design and player freedom, and 
the creative outcomes that can result. 
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